The Fiduciary Standard

Unobstructed | Trustworthy | Dedicated

fi •du• cia• ry (noun or adj)
An individual in whom another has placed the utmost trust
and confidence to manage and protect property or money. The
relationship wherein one person has an obligation to act for
another’s benefit. —Legal Dictionary

their sole legal responsibility and duty is to advise their
clients and provide guidance for their investments.

A Hightower Advisor will not just sell you the best product;
instead, he or she will give you his or her best thinking on
what is truly best for you.

SETTING A HIGHER STANDARD

In the past, advisors too often had to choose between

For most advisors and clients, there exists the kind of rela-

full support and full autonomy. By offering both, Hightower

tionship that our fiduciary agreement merely contractualizes.

has attracted successful, experienced advisors who are

And yet, we think it’s important to be clear: the nature of the

looking for a more effective way to help with the financial

relationship between a Hightower Advisor and a Hightower

lives of their clients.

client is like the relationship between doctor and patient, or
lawyer and client.

Hightower Advisors are committed to a fiduciary relationship with their clients. This means that providing you

Hightower Advisors are free of those conflicts typically found
in traditional brokerage firms. In fact, we are totally independent and supported in ways that enable us to view the financial lives of our clients more completely, more effectively and
without distraction.
Hightower Advisors are legally obligated to act in your best
interest. Our capital partners have no interest or involvement
with our product selection or research, eliminating many of
the conflicts of interest found at traditional firms.
They share our belief that truly independent investment
advice and advisors are here to stay.
Because Hightower Advisors are independent financial advisors who do not have an obligation to sell house products,

with an unobstructed view of the marketplace, unencumbered by the typical conflicts found in wirehouses, and
putting your interests first is more than just a worthy
ambition. It is our duty.

“

We are owners in a true partnership,
one that is in the business of providing
trustworthy advice to our clients. As
fiduciaries, we’re putting our clients first.

THERE’S GREAT CLARITY IN KNOWING THAT YOUR
ADVISOR’S #1 OBLIGATION IS TO YOU AND TO YOUR
BEST INTERESTS.
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